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SYSTEM: MFA / PRIMER E / COCCIO GRASSELLO
Eco-friendly smooth decorative coating produced using natural components and
additional fine-grained and dark marble particles, visible after application. Due to darker
grains, it should be applied to light colours so that it is fully visible. Selected components
based on slaked lime facilitate easy removal of moisture from the walls in order to prevent
fungi from growing.

PRODUCT
MFA
CLASSIC
priming

EFFICIENCY

DILUTING

1 L / 30 m2

add 3 L of water to 1 L
of primer

1 L / 30 m2
(diluted 1:3 with
water)

Add max. 3 L of water
to 1 L of primer

TOOLS
brush
(wide brush)

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Prime absorbent (stable) substrate using MFA Classic concentrate
diluted 1:3 with water. Apply primer with a wide brush, working it
well into the substrate. Priming strengthens the substrate and
improves adhesiveness and coverage of further coats.

DRYING
4 - 6h

1
(SELECT THE PRIMER ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF SUBSTRATE)
MFA PLUS
priming

brush
(wide brush)

Prime absorbent (weak) substrates and surfaces of old walls with
MFA PLUS diluted max. 1:3 with water. Apply primer with a wide
brush, working it well into the substrate. Deeply penetrating and
binding the substrate, priming strengthens it, reduces excessive
absorbency, and improves the coverage of further coats.

7–8h

1
OPTIONAL LAYER
PRIMER E
quartz primer

1 kg / 7 – 10 m2

10 – 15% of water

brush
(wide brush)

We recommend diluting PRIMER E quartz primer with 10 – 15% of
water and applying it with a wide brush, according to the direction
of desired decorative coat. Created quartz coat will increase
adhesiveness and facilitate application of further coats.

5–8h

0.35 kg / 1 m2

ready to use

INOX trowel
(large)

Before use, stir Coccio Grassello thoroughly (manually or
mechanically). Apply all layers with a professional INOX trowel.
Apply a layer of compound, covering the whole surface in motions
towards the centre of the new layer. Coccio Grassello contains fine
grains, thus while distributing the compound, hold the trowel at a
small angle and pay attention to scratches and trowel slips. Apply a
layer of compound, covering the whole surface in movements
towards the centre of the new layer. The work should be performed
in stages until the whole surface is covered.

5–8h

0.35 kg / 1 m2

ready to use

INOX trowel
(medium), putty
knife

Clear the substrate initially with a putty knife. The coat should
remain matt, thus you should always have some compound on the
trowel during application and distribution. Apply overlapping layers
of Coccio Grassello, at the same time levelling the substrate until
the whole surface is covered.

8h

0.30 kg / 1 m2

ready to use

application:
INOX trowel
(medium)
applying gloss:
inox trowel
(small), putty
knife

Clear the substrate initially with a putty knife. Prepare a medium
INOX trowel for application and a small one for producing gloss.
Smooth out the edges of trowels using fine sandpaper as the
trowels must not scratch the surface. Apply overlapping layers of
Coccio Grassello stucco of similar size and skim according to the
direction of new layers, squeezing excessive compound from under
the trowel. After applying to a small area, smooth it out and
produce gloss using a small INOX trowel while the compound is still
drying. The work should be performed in stages in one go until the
whole surface is covered. When applying the final coat to a large
area, two people should perform the work. One person applies the
compound and smooths out the surface, the other one adds gloss
to drying stucco.

8h

2
COCCIO
GRASSELLO
initial layer

3
COCCIO
GRASSELLO
levelling layer

4
COCCIO
GRASSELLO
gloss layer

5
NOTES: Well–glossed stucco does not require waxing. However, areas exposed to dirt can be protected with wax, polished with a cotton cloth after
application to produce gloss. Depending on the desired finish, use Monacera paste wax or Veneziano liquid wax (subtle gloss).

